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One powerful woman. Three sexy heroes. A reverse harem fantasy full of magic, adventure, romance, and much,One powerful woman. Three sexy heroes. A reverse harem fantasy full of magic, adventure, romance, and much,

much more...much more...

As a half-breed with no family name and illicit magic singing in her veins, Tariel has spent her entire life trying to

hide who she is and fighting the forbidden desires in her heart.

But when Tariel's warden tries to foist her onto a man with a reputation for killing his wives, she realizes that all her

efforts have been for naught. If she is to survive, she will have to embrace her magic and fight for her freedom--two

things women in Fjordland have always been forbidden from.

Thankfully, Tariel is not alone. With a desert spirit to guide her, a fierce knight to protect her, and a handsome

scholar to advise her, she might just have what it takes to escape death and seize her destiny.

That is, if they can find a way to defeat the deadliest witch hunter in history...

Don't miss out on the decadent pleasure of this brand-new reverse harem romance. Scroll up and grab your copyDon't miss out on the decadent pleasure of this brand-new reverse harem romance. Scroll up and grab your copy

today!today!

IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a TRUE reverse harem romance, meaning that the heroine does NOT have to choose

between her men. Expect to find danger, intrigue, hot sex, action, and magic between the pages of this book. For 18+
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readers. You have been warned!
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